MUNDIALIZATION CHARTER

We the inhabitants of Salmoa declare through this charter that our town hereby becomes world territory.

Our action means that:

1. We declare that our security and welfare are linked to the security and welfare of all towns and districts of the world;
2. We wish to work in peace with all towns and districts of the world, to cooperate with them so that to establish a world rule of law which will assure our common protection under the aegis of a democratically elected and controlled world federal authority;
3. We call on all towns, districts and organizations of all kinds to vote for election of delegates to the People’s Congress, first assembly representative of their will on a world level;
4. We demand World Institutions to serve the World People and to solve the problems of security and environment and to satisfy the needs common to all humans;
5. We request that funds be made available from the districts budgets to make effective our common decisions;
6. We request of our own government that funds be made available from the military budget to be used for the financing of People’s Congress;
7. We call on all towns and all districts of the earth to join us in this charter of solidarity;
8. Without renouncing anything of our attachment, our duties and our rights toward our own region and toward our nation as far as they can compass with a world order, we declare symbolically that our territory is world territory and as such, that it is joined to the community of our whole world.